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This fitment applies to a VW
Caddy tie on tonneau kit

Volkswagen Caddy

Thank you for choosing our product. Please adhere to these instructions as closely as
possible. Always ensure all safety equipment is used and that a safe working environment is
established.
Electric Drill, 4.5mm steel drill bit and a 8mm drill piece, extension cord, self-taping
drill screws, tape measure, pencil, all appropriate safety equipment and all parts
provided in the tonneau kit.
Note: After any holes are drilled apply rust inhibitor (provided) before any screws or
rivets are fastened.
Note: The self-taping drill screws are secured using the 8mm drill piece.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FITMENT
1. Before commencing fitment, check the contents of the kit and ensure it is the correct cover for your bakkie
by laying it over the load-body and ensuring it fits correctly.
2. Aluminium rail fits under the window open end facing up leaving an even gap on either side. Secure the rail
using 4 x self-taping drill screws.
3. Pull cover towards back. You will see one strip sewn across the cover. The support brace goes across the
load box in the centre of this strip. Mark centre points and fit bow clips flush with top edge of load box using
the remaining 4 self-taping drill screws. Insert support brace.
4. Pull cover to back over tail gate. Turn up hem and mark centres of cut outs along tailgate and the sides of
the vehicle (4CM below top edge of load box) and one on either back corner between loops, stitched on
underside .Drill and pop rivet bobbins.
5. At the front fit one saddle hook on either side behind door to tie off ends of shock cord.
6. Once fitted the cover should fit tight and secure. Check that the elastic is pulled tight and that the support
brace is inserted and working correctly.
Only use a mild soap when cleaning your cover.
Thank you for your purchase, we hope it meets your requirements adequately
Should you experience any problems in fitting please do not hesitate to call us on 0861 82 8668

